UnlockCode4U Announces New Expanded Unlocking Services for
Samsung Phones Worldwide
Now customers from all over the globe can enjoy exclusive Samsung Unlocking
services from UnlockCode4U.com!
July 20, 2014 (FPRC) -- UnlockCode4U, a premier UK based mobile phone unlocking company has
recently announced the launch of its new Samsung Unlocking services worldwide.
Their new Samsung mobile phone unlocking service has been specially created to allow users from
other parts of the world, enjoy their superior services at highly affordable rates. Unlike other service
providers, UnlockCode4U specializes in unlocking all Samsung mobile phone models through
genuine unlock codes only. Their new services provide users with an opportunity to unlock their
Samsung mobile phones from home with just a click of few buttons. Besides this, they offer 24/7
customer support and guarantee 100% customer satisfaction by delivering a fully working and
genuine Samsung unlock code.
UnlockCode4U carries out its services remotely over the web, where customers have to provide
their IMEI number through a form available on their website. Once they get the number, they forward
an unlock code via email with a full set of simple instructions to the customer.
Some of the key features of their services are:
•Specialize in unlocking all the mobile phones regardless of age, condition, model or software
version
•They offer permanent & officially sanctioned unlock codes from the manufacturer of the device
•They offer guaranteed unlock completion time
•All warranties are valid
•Get special advice from their expert engineers through Skype line
•Once an order has been placed, customers can track their order and its progress until the job is
done
•Instant unlock services! No need to wait for 6, 12 or 24 months.
Apart from unlocking Samsung devices, they even specialize in unlocking mobile phones from other
brands such as iPhone, HTC, Blackberry, Sony, LG, Nokia, HUAWEI, ZTE, Pantech and many
more.
About UnlockCode4U
UnlockCode4U is a leading UK based mobile phone unlocking company that strives to deliver its
customers with top notch services at most reasonable rates. They have the most plausible solutions
for unlocking mobile devices of almost all the major brands available in the market today.
For further information or for media inquiries, please visit: http://www.unlockcode4u.com/
Contact Information
For more information contact John C of UnlockCode4U.com (http://www.unlockcode4u.com/)
skype:unlockcode4u
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